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Your story of money.

- Everyone has a story around money. What's yours?
- Is money easy or hard?
- Is it good or bad?
- Do you have to work for it?
- What do you think about people who don't work for it?

Take some time. Write out some good stuff here. This will set the stage to amp up your life – and your flow.
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Changing your story of money.

There are two steps we have found that help to rapidly change your experience and your story about money.

The first you have done: You have examined your story about money and wrote down insights. Whoo yah.

The second step is to PUT MANY stories of money – inside your mind – stories full of possiblites. Notice how you resist them. Notice how you embrace them.

Take notes as you listen to the recordings – and ADD IN your action steps and twists – to make these stories your own.

Betty's Bargain Basement.

Diamond Dale.

Tommy the Treasure Hunter.

Ebay Eddy.
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Betty's Bargain Basement.

Betty made over $150,000 by cleaning out garages – and charging only $20 per garage. She had the resources – teenagers – help. She took the good stuff and sold it online, and on craigslist.

A part time quest to reduce stress and hassle in other peoples lives – pays her and her family well.
Diamond Dale.

Diamond Dale started out selling Mimosa seedlings from his neighbor's yard. He made a sign and put it on his stand—so he could buy gift cards at 50% of their value. He sold them all day long online for 80% of their face value.

What can you do—what opportunities are right in front of you—or in the neighbor's yard?
Tommy the Treasure Hunter.

Tommy taught me to look inside and to think like other people do about money. Don't just look at the radio for resale value – look inside for money, jewelry, other goodies. Think about how people think about money. Where would they hide it. How can we find it?
Ebay Eddy.

Ebay Eddy took car remotes from work, stuff they would throw away, and sold them on ebay. When that freebie stopped, he went shoe shopping – buying what was cheap in his market – selling it on Ebay to those who WANTED IT DESPERATELY.
Bonus Point – Missing Money.

Go to MissingMoney.com and find out who owes you money. There are other sites like this. Just make sure you don't pay to use them.

Write down other sites like this that you find online and keep track of your adventures and treasure findings below.
**Bonus Point – The Most important Question**

How can I reduce stress and hassle in other peoples lives?

How can I be a blessing to them – how can I be of benefit to them?

Do this – and the money will follow.
THE MYSTERY OF MONEY – FINALLY SOLVED

1. Give. Don't block FLOW in any way. Notice when you use a BECAUSE to stay out of the flow – and resist giving and living. “I can't because....”.

2. Ask and Accept. Allow yourself to be given to. Sit in gratitude. Don't ADD IN any guilt, compulsiveness, or stress. Accept with grace and power.

3. “What you focus on tends to manifest.” So does HOW you focus on it. Focus with easy and thankfulness. Focus on being a blessing.

4. Money isn't real. What is real is benefiting and blessing. What is real is flow. What is real is gratitude. Discover more ways to give and live – and the money will flow. Money is just one way to measure flow. Increase flow and increase money.

BONUS:

The NLP of Money Crash Course is a HUGE package – that explores what gets in the way and what creates flow around money. If you order it using the link emailed to you when you registered for updates – in the next 7 days – you can get it all for just $47 bucks. That is a HUGE SAVINGS off the retail. Over 50%. So get it now. This recording package is just the beginning – it is POWERFUL – and the NLP OF MONEY will give you MUCHO MORE.